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process. We conclude this paper by
recommendingtechniquesthat may be employed
to increase the role of the Ingres Search
Acceleratorin Ingres databasesystems.

Abstract
The property management database system
under development at the Northern Ireland
Housing Executive (NIHE) is a large relational
databasesystem. The application system has a
high expected transaction processing rate approximately 37000 transactionsper day (most
of them accessing mutliple tables) from about
250 on-line users. Performance is of critical
importance in its success. In this paper we
consider the effect of the Ingres Search
Accelerator on the transaction processing
efficiency of the system. The performance
enhancement brought about by SCAFS (XL’s
current version of the well-known Content
Addressable File Store, CAFS pABB79,
BABB85,COUL72] - the heart of the Ingres
Search Accelerator) for different fde
organisations is assessed.Recommendationson
how the performance of SCAFS can be
improved by tuning certain parameters is
provided. We also provide a rough guideline as
to when the Ingres Query Optimizer “decides” to
use SCAFS for different file organ&lions and
point out deficiencies in this decision making
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1. Introduction
The Pmperty Rent Accounting and Waiting List
(PRAWL) databasesystem under development at the
Northern Ireland Housing Executive (NIHE) is large NIHE is the largest“landlord” in Europe.We refer to it in
the rest of the paper as the NIHE dambasesystem. The
system is being implemented using Ingres/Star on 11
RX’s DRS6OOO
machines.The approximate size of the
PRAWL databaseis 20 GB spreadover 5 NlHE regions.
The expectedwork load on the system from about 250
on-line usersis 37000multi-table transactionsper day.
A databasesystem of this size and transaction rate
clearly requires that considerable attention be given to
performnce. One ‘performanceenhance?available in the
applicationsenvironmentis the Ingres SearchAccelerator
releasedby ICL in partnershipwith Ingres Corp. in 1991.
As the name suggests,the Ingres Search Accelerator
(ISA) is claimedby its designersto acceleratesearcheson
Ingres tables thus enhancing the overall perfotman~ of
the databasesystem.In this paper we investigate whether
the ISA lives up to its name and try to gauge its
usefulnessto the PRAWL dambasesystem.
The chief potentialbenefit of using SCAFSis clearly to
enhance performance of a database application. Now
perfomnmce is usually assessedin terms of response
time, throughput or utilization of system resources.
Simulation, analytic or measurementstudiescan be used
to evaluate theseindices. The present paper reports on a
performancemeasurementstudy of SCAFS mainly using
the responsivenessand, to a lesser extent, utilization
illdiCeS.

Leung et. al. [LEUN85] studied the efficiency of the
CAFS 800 but that analytic study is significantly different
from ours for two basicreasons:
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SCAFS is very different from the CAFS 800 and so
many of the objectives and parametersof the study
carried out by Leung et. al. are no longer valid e.g.
degree of amplifzation of the drive and cell size,
which were characteri&ics of the EDS60 discs but
are no longer meaningful. The parametersthat effect
the performance of SCAFS are more at the design
level of the database e.g. file organizations and
indexes. The performanceof SCAFS in a multi - user
environment is affected by scheduling on the SCAFS
board and the number of locations at which the table
being searchedis located These are the parameters
that we take into consideration keeping in mind the
factthattheNIHEdatabasesystemisalargemultiuser systemwith a high transactionprocessingrate.
l
Our tests were performed on real data from the
property management system database of the
Northern Ireland Housing Executive, using
measurementrather than an analytic model, as the
previous study did.
Our objective 41 the present study is two fold. First we
are looking for reasons why the performance of the
newly-installed NIHE databasesystem was lower than
expected, despite the availability of SCAFS. There is a
lack of practical guidance in the litemture for
development of large relational systemsand we hope that
by sharing our experience in this paper other users may
benefit.
Our second objective is still pragmatic, but it has a
more scientific thrust - to gain insights into the
applicability of a backend filter architecture (SCAFS
here) for different design profiles and to study how other
databasesystem modules e.g. the query optimizer, could
utilize this information.
We first
quantify the precise improvement in
performancebrought about by SCAFS over direct access
search devices for different file organisations. We study
the effect of different file organizations and query result
sizes, i.e. the number of ‘hit’ tuples, through a series of
simple queries madeon the NIHE database.
Secondly, during the investigation of SCAFS we found
that certain SCAFS and INGRES parametersaffect the
SCAFS performance. So we report on their effects. In
particular we assessthe effect of the SCAFS scheduling
parameterand the number of locations over which a table
being searchedis divided.
Thirdly, we give a rough guide to when the Ingres
Query Optimizer decides to employ the Ingres Search
Accelerator, and critically examine cases where the
decision made by the Optimizer may not be the ‘best’in
pCtiCe.
The rest of the paper is arranged in the following
format. Section 2 describes the NIHE application whose
performance enhancementis our prime concern in this
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paper. In section 3 we discuss the improvement in
performancebroughtabout by using SCAFS for scanning
tables which use different lile organizations and also
consider the effect of compressingdata. This is followed
by a discussionof the effect of the SCAFS Scheduling
Parameteron tk performanceof SCAFS in section 4.
Section 5 discussesthe effect of data placement on the
performanceof SCAFS.A rough guide to how the Ingres
Optimizer decideson using or not using SCAFS when
executing a p&cular quay is presentedin section 6 and
section 7 concludesthis paperand discusseson-going and
future work involving SCAFSthat is being undertaken in
the authors’Momtory.

2. The NIEIE Application
The Northern bland Housing Executive, establishedin
1971by the HousingExecutive Act (Northern Ireland), is
the largest budy of its kind in western Europe. The
organ.i&on is geographically distributed around 70
locations spreadthroughoutNorthern Ireland.
In 1987, the NIHE carried out a review of the state of
their compute&&on. The vital role of computerisation in
the Housing Executivewasrecognisedand a decision was
madeto enhancethe presentsystem.
Computerisationin Ihe NIHE had started in the 1970’s
with a number of batch processing systems, mainly for
financial acmdng, being developed. In the 1980’s a
distributed network connectingeachof the district oflices
of the Housing Executive was developed for on-line
queriesto their “tenantmanagement”systems.The survey
carried out in 1987 highlighted the gap between the
NlHEk then currentmanagementperformancein terms of
innovation in policy development and its information
technology resourcesanda decision was madeto improve
its useof information technology.
The NIHE decided to develop a ten year systems
strategy detailing the contribution of information
technology to corporateaims and objectives. The scopeof
the review included identifying applications that were
required by tbe NIHE, determining their purpose, ranking
them in an onler of priority and identifying the most
appropriate hardware and software strategy needed to
deliver them. ‘I%eresult was a decision to procure a new
integrated computer based tenant management system
encompassinga property database,rent accounting and
waiting lists The core component of this tenant
managementsystem is the large property management
databae. The expectedsize of the databaseis approx. 20
gigabytes and the expected number of transactions per
day is 37000, executedby approximately 250 ConcurrenS
on-line users.
Transaction complexity of an application is normally
measured by the the number of tables accessed per

transaction. For the NIHE the transaction profile is as
follows: 4% of the transactions are queries accessing l-3
tables, 59% are queries accessing 4-6 tables, 1% are
queries accessing 7 or more tables, 29% am updates
accessing1-3 tables, 6% are updatesaccessing4-6 tables
and 1% are updates accessing 7 or more tables. Clearly
this is a more complex transaction profile than normal
OLTP applications like banking and airline reservations
that normally have a higher transaction rate but lower
transaction complexity.
The following specific objectives were outlined for the
new tenant managementsystem, in addition to the usual
consistencyand security objectives [NIHESS]:
l
To increase efficiency in the performance of
Property, Rent Accounting and Waiting List tasks.
l
To improve the quality and level of information to
managers,staff and customers.
l
To improve control
l
To provide “value for money”
l
h%inimisebatch updates
In collaboration with XL, the NIHE are currently
developing a distributed property managementdatabase
system called PRAWL, which will provide the Housing
Executive with the facilities outlined above. The system
is being developed in INGRES/STAR and uses RX’s
DRS6OOOmachines. A huge relational databasesystem
like PRAWL poses enormous problems to the
implementors who need to look to the databaseresearch
community for assistance.In this paper we discuss our
experiences with investigating the possible use of XL’s
SCAFS database filter machines in enhancing the
performance of the NIHE system. Phase 1 of the project
is now complete and is on-line. Phase2 of the application
is now under development. While the tests reported in
this paper are based on the phase 1. it has also provided
useful insights into performance enhancementfor phase
2.

to scana table should be dependentonly on the size of the
table. Table 1 also showsthe theoretical scantime ( = file
size in Mb /1.9) required by SCAFS to scan the tables.
Note that the differencein file sizes is due to the different
fill factors and numberof overflow pagesof the table for
different file structures.
Table 1: F& Sizesand Theoretical ScanTime of
ExperimentalData
Fueorg~al

Type
Heap
Huh
ISAM

BTzec

Fiksi.r.e

Thewaial

&W

Tii

28.482
19204
88.338
36314

14.99
41.68
44.49
19249

scan

,

(se@

Tables 2, 3 show the effect of SCAFS on response
time and CPU time and Table 4 shows the effect of data
compressionon SCAFS, for queries with no hit’ tuples
and 60000 ‘hit’ tuples respectively. The emeries in these
tables show the ratios indicated in the top, left-hand
comer. As can be seenfrom Table 2, for uncompressed
data the advantageof using SCAFS decreasesfor the
larger number of ‘hit’ tuples. This is understandable
becauseas the number of ‘hit’ tuples incmasesthe I/O
channel traffic increases.reducing the advantageof using
SCAFS - the main gain only being in the CPU idle time
while the table is being searched by SCAFS. For
compresseddata we find that, for hash and BTree file
organisations, the effectivenessof SCAFS increases as
the number of hit’ tuplesincreases.
Table 2 : Effect of SCAFSon ResponseTime

3. SCAFS Vs DASD
In our experiments to quantify the improvement in
performance over the conventional DASD (direct access
storage devices) approach brought about by the use of
SCAFS, we considered the response time (CPU time +
I/O time) of a query and the CPU time required for the
query’s execution. Performanceindices were evaluatedby
measurementin the property managementdatabase.
Queries used in the experiments were made on an
existing table from the application with 113922 tuples.
Table 1 shows the size of the table for the four different
file organisation types tested . The table was stored on a
1.2 GB dish with a data transfer speed of 1.9 Mb per
second. As SCAFS “can scan data as fast as the data can
be read off the dish” [INGRgl], the time taken by SCAFS

From Table 3 we find that the savings in CPU time
using SCAFS are enormous for queries with the small
number of ‘hit’ tuples but for the larger number of ‘hit’
tuples, the savingreducesand is sometimeseven less than
2 fold when the number of ‘hit’ tuples is approx. 60000.
Once again this is understandablebecause with a larger
number of ‘hit’ tuples, the CPU is sent more data from
SCAFS,increasingits load.
From Table 4 we find that for hash and BTree file
organizations the benefit of using compresseddata in
termsof responsetime increasesfor the larger number of
‘hit’ tuples. Also for hash file organ&ion, using
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compressed data increases the CPU time required for
queries with the larger number of hit’ tuples. This
highlights the fact that the advantage of using SCAFS
varies with the file organixation type and great care needs
to be taken in deciding when to use SCAFS for different
file organizations (seesection 6).
Table 3 : Effect of SCAFS on CPU Time

Table 4 : Effect of Data Compressionon SCAFS
Performance

The graphs in @ures l(a - d) show more
comprehensively,how the response time and CPU time
for queries varies as the number of ‘hit’ tuples vary Born
0 to 60000 for heap and ISAM file organizations. The
graphsin fig. l(e - h) show the variation in responsetime
and CPU time when using compresseddata. We limit our
discussionhereto only heapand ISAM file organizations.
For a detailed discussionincluding BTree and Bash file
organizations we refer the interested reader to
[ANAN!Xa].
While the graphsin figures l(a - h) am primarily used
to quantify SCAFSbenefits, we can see that the benefits
in CPU time and response time of using SCAFS is
inversely propotional to the number of tuples satisfying
the query. So SCAFSis most effective in this sensewhen
the query result size is small. Compressingdata does not
affect the benefits due to SCAFS. The variation in the
benefit of SCAFS for different file structures can be
atmbuted to characteristics like fill factor, number of
overflow pagesetc.
These results provided valuable insights for the
application and for the broader exploration of the
potential of SCAFS. The results discussedin this section
serveto emphasisethe fact that the benefit of SCAFS
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depends on the file organization of the table being
searchedand great care must be taken when employing
SCAFS.

For large values of SCAFSSCHED, queries will be
waiting in the queue for long periods of time though
results for the queries will start being received much
sooner.For a very large value of SCAF!%CHED, we may
fmd that it is equivalent to running the queries in serial
4. The Effect of Scheduling on the SCAFS
order 3 at a time. The total time taken to receive the
Board
results of all the querieswill remain the same.
In this section we investigate the effect of different
These observations led us to seek more detailed
scheduling policies on the performance of SCAFS. We insights into the effect of this parameter. For a more
first discuss how the value of the SCAFSSCHEDkernel detailed discussion of the SCAFSSCHED parametersee
parameter effects scheduling on the SCAFS board We [ANANNa].
then study the effect of different SCAFSSCHED values
The graphs in fig. Z(a - h) show how SCAFSSCHED
ranging from 1 to 40000.
affects the execution on 52.39.26 and 13 querieson a
For a small value of SCAFSSCHED, the scheduling is single location table of heap file organization. As the
fairer in that all the queries get a small time on the board value of SCAFSSCHEDis increased the tune between
and are not waiting for too long a time in the queue,but all the querieshaving startedand the time the first results
the individual response times for each query increases. are received reduces.From the graph in fig. 2 (a) we see
For very small values of SCAFSSCHEDwe may fmd that that them is not much difference in the performance of
there is a large systemoverheaddue to scheduling and the SCAFS for SCAFSSCHEDvalues of 20000 and 40000.
advantageof using SCAFS is lost due to this overhead.
Thus there must exist a value for SCAFSSCHEDwith the
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propertythatthere is no increase in performance for any
values greater than it This value of SCAFSSCHED is
probably dependenton the time SCAFS takesto scanthe
table being queried i.e. the size and file organization of
the table being scanned (see section 3). Also, the graphs
for a constant value of SCAFSSCHED with varying
query load are of very similar shapesand average query
responsetimes per query. Therefore the performanceof
SCAFS for a particular value of SCAFSSCHEDdoesnot
seemto dependon the query load.
The graphs in fig. 3 show the total responsetime for a
varying number of queries on a single location table of
heap file organization for different values of the
SCAFSSCHEDparameter.As can be seenfrom the graph
in fig. 3(b), for SCAFSSCHED values ranging horn 1000
to 40000 there is no appreciable change in the total
response time for the queries. However, if the value of
SCAFSSCHED is reduced to less than 500 there is an
increase in the total response time of the queries (fig.
3(a)). For a SCAFSSCHED value of 1 or 10 the total
responsetimes are equal to those when not using SCAFS.
This degradation is due to the systembeing overloadedby
swapping on the SCAFS board. For SCAFSSCHEDvalue
500 the total responsetimes are comparableto those for
higher SCAFSSCHED values. Thus, increasing the value
of SCAFSSCHED to a value greater than 500 has little
.,effect on the total time taken by SCAFS to executeall the
queries.
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These results show how important this parameter is in
multi-user environments, such as the NIHE dambase
system.Clearly, our experimental results, displayed in
figs. 2 and 3, validate our predictions on how the
SCAFSSCHEDparameterwould affect the performance
of SCAFS and therefore,the performanceof the database
system.

5. The Effect of Table Locations
When more than one query is being executed at the
sametimeondatalyingonthesamedi&thereis
disk
contention which increases the execution time of the
individual queries. At any point in time the maximum
numberof queriessearchingdata in parallel using SCAFS
is three, so the maximum disk contention occurs when all
threequeriesare searchingdataon the samedisk.
Disk contention can be reducedby splitting data over a
numberof locations.Locations could be on the samedisk,
the same SCSI (Small Computer System Interface)
channel or separateSCSI channels. For SCAFS to be
employed all the table locations must be accessible to
SCAFS.
Splitting data over more than one location on the same
disk does not reduce disk contention as them are still
three queries searching for data on the same disk
concurrently. In fact disk contention may be increased as
the disk headwould spendmore time on seeks.
If data is split over more than one disk on the same
SCSI channel, then thereis a possibility that at some time
the queries on the SCAFS board are searching data on
separatedisks, reducing the disk contention.
If data from a table is split over disks on separateSCSI
channels,we increasethe parallelism in the execution of
the queries.The disk contention remains the same.There
are now a maximum of 3*n queries that could be rumring
simultaneously (where n is the number of SCSI channels
that the datais spreadover), three on eachSCAFS board
As the advantagesof splitting data over different disks
on the sameSCSI channel, i.e. reducing disk contention,
and over different SCSI channels, i.e. increasing
parallelism, are independentof each other, a blend of both
methodswould be expectedto give best results.
For this part of our performance study we looked at
how the total responsetime varies for different work
loads on tables with different numbers of locations. The
results are presentedin fig. 4(a - c). As can be seenin fig.
4(a). a table with Wo locations on separateSCSI channels
gives low,erresponsetimes than when the table is stored
at a single location, at two locations on the samedisk or
at two locations on separatedisks bt& sharing the same
SCSI. The graph in fig. 4(b), shows that the response
times for a table with 3 locations on separate SCSI
channelsam lower than that for 2 locations (fig. 4(a)) but
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well be someconstraintimposedby the hardwaree.g. size
of main memory. More SCSI channels being used
simultaneously would mean more queries being run in
parallel and an increasein memory requirements.
The above results also indicate that spreading a table
over separateSCSI channelsreduces responsetimes to a
much greaterextent than spreading a table over separate
disks on the sameSCSI channel. The queries used in the
test were staggeredby 2 seconds each. If these queries
were staggeredby a longer time having two locations on
the sameSCSIcould have more effect on responsetimes.
Also the SCAFSSCHEDparameter for the tests had a
Query Load Vs ResponseTime
fmed value of 1000 ms. For larger values of
rvDI
,d.l
SCAFSSCHEDthe spreadingof data over locations on
Iu)
,9Q.._........__,..._._.._._______..._____,_..___..._..__._
the sameSCSIchannelmay have a greater effect.

the responsetimes for a table with 4 locations on separate
SCSI channels are comparable to those for a table with 2
locations on separate SCSI channels. A table with four
locations, two on each SCSI channel performs better but
still not as well as the table with thme locations on
separateSCSI channels.In fig. 4(c), we seethat response
times for a table with 5 locations are higher than those
using three locations on separateSCSI. The table with 6
locations, 2 on each SCSI, gives the lowest response
times but the improvement over the 3 location table is
negligible (seefig. 4(b)).

6. The IngresQuery Optimizer and The
Ingres SearchAccelerator

fig. 4(a)
Query Load Vs ResponseTime
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The decision of whether or not SCAFS should be used
in the processing of a particular query is solely the
decision of the Ingres Query Optimizer. During our
investigation of this decision making process we found
that at present SCAFS is not being used to its full
potential by Ingres.We presenthere a few guidelines that
have been found to be quite accurate in predicting
whether SCAFS is going to be employed by the Irtgres
Query Optimizer.
6.1 Heap File Organization
SCAFS is always employed for searching heap
tables.

l

6.2 Hash File Organization
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SCAFSis usedto searchhash files except when the
whereclauseof the query contains equality
predicateson all key fields ‘anded’together.
l
When searchingon secondaryindexes on the hash
table, if the expectednumber of ‘hit’ mples is >=
13.82%of the whole table, SCAFS is employed.
l When searchingon secondaryindexes, if the where
clause uses‘not like’, ‘not between’ or ‘like’ with a
% as the fmt letter in the like-pattern, SCAFS is
always used.
0 If the where clause has two predicates on
secondary indexes anded together, SCAFS is
employedonly if
l over 3.35% approx. of the whole table is
expectedasthe result to the query and
l eachof the predicates,individually. expects to
‘hit’ 13.82%of the whole table
l
If the where clause has an ‘or’, SCAFS is always

l

.I- 1oxe.zd

6k2mcani

fig. 4(c)
The above results indicate that using 3 separateSCSI
c~nels simultaneously gives the best results for Our
application and configuration. The reason for this could
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used.
6.3 ISAM File Organization

would be moreefficient to useSCAPS.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

If an ISAM file is being searchedon its primary
index, SCAFS is only usedif the where clauseuses
a like-pattern with a 8 as its first character.
l
When searching on secondary indexes on the
ISAM table, if the expected number of ‘hit’ tuples
is >= 9.75% of the whole table, SCAFS is
employed.
l When searching on secondaryindexes, if the where
clause uses ‘not like’, ‘not between’ or ‘like’ with a
% as the first letter in the like-pattern, SCAPS is
always used.
l
If the where clause has two predicates on
secondary indexes anded together, SCAFS is
employed only if
l
over 1.8% approx. of the whole table is
expectedas the result to the query and
l each of the predicates,individually, expectsto
‘hit’ 9.75% of the whole table
0 If the where clause has an ‘or’, SCAFS is always
used.

A number of conclusions and observations emerge
from this study and although they should be considered
anecdotalrather than scientific at this stage, we believe
they give useful insights into the utilization of SCAFS for
large Ingm Databases.
The improvementin responsetime and CPU time
brought about by SCAFS depends on the
organization of the file and the number of hit’
tuplesfor the query.
The time taken by SCAFS to scan a table can be
reduced by using a small index or some form of
hashing that would reduce the amount of data to be
scanned.Especially for large databasesit would be
useful to be able to use sparseindexes along with
SCAR to reducethe amount of data to be scanned
without putting an undue load on the CPU. Wiles
lWILE85] showed how secondary indexes could
be usedin conjunction with CAPS-ISP, the version
of CAPS for the VME environment. Such an
approachcould be useful in the case of SCAPS as
well.
6.4 BTree File Organization
Tuning the SCAFSSCHEDparameterfor a specific
application can affect the performance of the
l
If an file organized as a BTree is being searchedon
systemconsiderably.
its primary index, SCAFS is only used if the where
The numberof table locations over which the table
clause uses a like-pattern with a % as its frost
being searchedis spreadaffects the performance of
character.
SCAFS for high work loads and can have a
l
When searching on secondary indexes on the
considerable effect on the performance of the
is
BTree, if the expected number of ‘hit’ tuples
system.
>= 8.74% of the whole table, SCAFSis employed.
The Ingres Query Optimizer does not take into
l When searching on secondaryindexes, if the where
account the full power of SCAPS when deciding
clause uses ‘not like’, ‘not between’ or ‘like’ with a
when SCAR should be used to search an Ingres
% as the first letter in the like-pattern, SCAFS is
table.
always used
The results can also be used to create a kind of query
0 If the where clause has two predicateson secondary
pre-processorthat can rewrite a query into a semantically
indexes anded together, SCAESis employed only if equivalent query that forces the Ingres Query Optimizer
l over 1.575% approx. of the whole table is
to processthe query using SCAPS. Such a pre-processor
expectedas the result to the query and
linked with Ingres could have great potential for use in
l eachof the predicates,individually, expectsto
high frequency on-line transaction processing database
‘hit’ 8.74% of the whole table
applicationsthat are CPU bound [ANAN93,ANAN94].
0 If the where clause has an ‘or’, SCAFS is always
A fairly simple tool that predicts the optimal value of
used.
the SCAPSschedulingparameterand the number of table
locations over which the table being searchedshould be
The conclusion we arrived at after testing the Ingres
spread given a work load could be useful at database
Query Optimizer was that the optimizer only considers
designtime.
the useof SCAPSafter it hasmadethe decision to scan
We are working on these issues at present and also
the table. Thus, it does not take any of the benefits of
recommend further research into the use of secondary
using SCAPSinto account when making the decision
accesspaths for associativememories.Earlier studies inlo
whether SCAFS should be employed or not. This results
the use of secondaryindexes in conjunction with CARSin queries being executed without SCAFS even though it
ISP [WILE851 have shown that there is benefit in using
l
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secondary indexes on IS’AM files in conjunction with
CAFS.
We believe that these results will provide Ingres
Database designers with useful insights into the
prediction and improvem&rt of the performance of
databasesbeing developed.
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